Spontaneous twisting of single crystals is a common growth induced deformation. But as twisted crystals thicken they can untwist. restoring a straight form. The mechanics of this process was studied for vapor grown needle-like crystals of N-benzoylglycine (hippuric acid) and N-(2-thienylcarbonyl)glycine, and analyzed by phenomenological models. The elastic stress at the crystal tip undergoes plastic relaxation leading to the twisting deformations. As the crystal grows and thickens it partially untwists showing linear increases of the twist period with crystal thickness. Such behavior was simulated with a model that assumes the constant density of defects in successive growth layers. However. transmission electron microscopy does not reveal any dislocations or other extended defects typically associated with plastic deformation. Published data on other materials show the linear dependencies of pitch on thickness suggesting comparable untwisting mechanisms for different materials.
Introduction
lt is we!J established that growing crystals can undergo spontaneous mechanical transformations even in the absence of phase transformations or ostensible chemical change. Frequently, such transformations result in crystals with bent, twisted, and scro!Jed morphologies, among the variety of complex, non-polyhedral shapes observed. Such growthactuated deformations are manifest in many types of materials and occur under variety of growth conditions. 1 For most such crystalline objects, the mechanisms of deformation remain a mystery. Establishing these mechanisms is an active area of investigation.
Twisting is by far the most common type of growthinduced deformation observed in the crystal kingdom. Many twisted crystals will untwist as they continue to grow. As twisting and untwisting are reciprocal processes, a focus on the mechanisms of untwisting will surely shed some tight on those processes associated with growth induced twisting. In this report, we emphasize growing crystals that seemingly, spontaneously, untwist themselves.
Previously proposed mechanisms of twisting can be divided into three groups: (1) crystal growth mechanisms and mediate deformation; (2) temperature, electrical, mechanical, and/or concentration fields that create a mechanical force acting on a growing crystal; (3) internal compositional and structural inhomogeneities that lead to lattice mismatch with the creation of a mechanical moment at the growth front. 1 Although aU three processes may be operative under some conditions, the third seems to be the most common and universal.
Here, we focus on mechanical aspects of twisting deformations for a common class of crystalline objects, thin, extended crystals twisted around their elongation direction. We do not solve corresponding viscoelastic problems explicitly, but use a simplified approach to analyze possible scenarios depending on the distribution of the driving force for twisting over the crystal volume, the growth history, and the mechanical properties of the material.
It is known that twisting is influenced by cross-sectional size. A great deal of experimental data are plotted in Fig. 20 of ref. 1. Unfortunately, analysis of this data is complicated because aspects ratios are themselves dependent on growth conditions. In Fig. 1 we plot only the data obtained for single crystals growing under similar conditions. We also do not include data for crystals whose twisting is induced by axial screw dislocations (Eshelby twist) 2 because such crystals are we!J known to conform to the proportionality P -h Moreover, all data can be well fitted with a linear function, P = k 0 + k 1 h (Fig. S1 †) . The presumption of a multistage growth mechanism, as from a seed, for example, obviates the complications of a non-zero coefficient k 0 that would lead to a nonsensical non-zero pitch for a vanishingly thin lamella. Thus, for all twisted crystals (excluding those twisted by the Eshelby mechanism) in the size range from nm to cm, twist period is proportional to the cross section size, P~h. This universal dependence promises insight into crystal twisting mechanisms and mechanics. Strain near the crystal surface, γ = πh/Ĳ2P), typically exceeds 10 3 ( Fig. 1 ). This value corresponds roughly to the upper limit of yield strain in most materials. 1, 4, 5 Deformation of all crystals in Fig. 1 is, at least partially, plastic, and the stress relaxation should be involved in any model of crystal deformation.
Here, we present detailed analysis of twisting in HA and N-Ĳ2-thienylcarbonyl)glycine (TG) crystals (Scheme 1). These compounds are isostructural and crystallize in the orthorhombic space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 with the lattice constants. a = 9.112(2) Å, b = 10.566(2) Å, c = 8.855(2) Å 15 and a = 9.467(2) Å, 
Experimental section

Materials and crystallization procedure
We used HA (98% Sigma-Aldrich) and TG synthesized in our laboratory. 16 Above the melting temperature HA becomes a dark wine red while the TG melt becomes violet. Melted HA was recrystallized from ethanol to yield pink crystals that were subsequently used for sublimation experiments. TG was used as synthesized. HA and TG were crystallized by condensation from the vapor phase. A small amount (ca. 0.1 g) of each material was placed on the bottom of 20 mL glass vial. A piece of glass slide (ca. 40 × 12 mm) was placed diagonally inside the vial to serve as a substrate for crystallization. Then the vial was closed with its plastic cap and placed onto a Kofler bench at T bench = 100-220°C for 1 min -45 days, with most crystals grown at T bench = 170-200°C for 3 min -1 day. Since the temperature inside the vial differed from T bench , an approximate calibration was developed from melting standards placed along the glass substrate (Fig. 2a) . The growth rate changes fives orders of magnitude as T bench increases from 100 to 215°C (Fig. 2b) .
Characterization
The glass substrate with crystals was cut in pieces and mounted on conductive carbon tape adhered to aluminum holders. Alternatively, crystals were detached from the glass substrate and then placed on the tape. The samples were coated with 5 nm gold or 4 nm iridium films and crystal morphologies were recorded with a MERLIN field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Carl Zeiss) using a standard Everhart-Thornley type detector at an acceleration voltage of 1-2.5 kV.
Crystals were indexed with an Olympus BX50 polarized light optical microscope using available data on the orientation of optical indicatrix in HA 12, 20 and TG. 16 Height and deflection images of the crystal surface micromorphology were obtained with an atomic force microscope (AFM) (MFP-3D-SA System, Asylum Research) working in contact mode at a deflection of 2.0 V. In order to prepare samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) the TVM-Cu grids were glued on glass substrates (3-10 mm from its bottom end) and crystals grew directly on the grids. TEM images of HA crystals were recorded using a Zeiss Libra 120 microscope (Carl Zeiss SMT AG Company, Oberkochen, Germany) operated at 120 kV and equipped with a LaB 6 emitter with a Koehler illumination 14 The values of n are exponents in the fit P = kh n . In the region below the dashed line, 2P < 10 3 πh, elastic stress in twisted crystals should relax, at least partially.
system. TEM measurements for TG were performed using a FEI Tecnai 10 electron microscope (FEI Company, Eindhoven, NL) with a LaB 6 -source at 100 kV acceleration voltage. Images were recorded with a Tietz slow scan CCD F224HD TVIPS camera (pixel size 24 μm, digitization 16 bit) with an active area of 49 mm × 49 mm (Tietz Video and Image Processing Systems GmbH, Gauting, Germany).
Results
The HA and TG crystals grow from the vapor as [100] elongated needles were shaped by the prism {011}, pinacoid {100}, and sometimes minor {101} and {010} faces (Fig. 3a) .
Twisting was concomitant with a color change of the melts. In this case the crystal tips become elongated or even bladelike with high width (H) to thickness (h) aspect ratios up to 30 : 1 (Fig. 3b, c, g ). Far from the growth front (the growing tip) all four {011} faces grow with similar rates (Fig. 3e) . Near the crystal tip (011) and (011) faces are no longer the same size as symmetry related (011) and (011) faces. As step growing toward (100) on the diad related (011) and (011) faces are inequivalent, the morphology tapers. The symmetry breaking non-equivalence of {011} faces seems to actualize a twist moment at the growth front ( AFM images show that the {011} faces grow by steps flowing (Fig. 4) toward the crystal tips. As a result, needles are thicker at the substrate (Fig. 3b, e) or near branching points (Fig. 3d) , areas characterized by high dislocation densities that are able to generate steps. The step height was measured to be close to the height of the elementary layer on {011}, Δr = 0.7 nm.
Crystals can nucleate and grow along the whole substrate length. Most often crystals formed within 5 mm of the bottom of the vial are not twisted whereas crystals formed at 10-20 mm from the bottom are twisted. At the upper part of the substrate, crystals are infrequent and straight. Twisted crystals formed at the upper part of the substrate only at low temperatures, T bench = 100°C. We did not find any correlation between twist period and bench temperature, substrate temperature, and, respectively, growth rate in the range T bench = 100-215°C and V [100] = 10 5 0.5 mm min 1 , respectively
The only variable strongly affecting twist period is crystal cross section. SEM images show that P increases (intensity of twisting, θ = π/P, decreases) as the size of a cross section (thickness, h, and width, H) of the needle increases. Since the aspect ratio H/h is not constant an effective crystal radius, r, was calculated assuming the constancy of the torsion constant (rigidity of a cross section against torque) J = πr 4 /2 = (0.332H-0.203h)h 3 . 21, 22 The plots PĲr) for all vapor grown HA and TG crystals show near linear relationships, n = 1.13 and n = 0.83, respectively ( Fig. 1 and 5 ). Similar relationships were discovered for the melt grown HA crystals 12 and melt and solution grown HA crystals 13 ( Fig. 1 and 5 ).
Bright field TEM images show homogeneous contrast near the tips of several twisted needles and indicate the absence of dislocations in these regions (Fig. 6) . Selected area electron diffraction (Fig. 6d ) was consistent with a single crystal.
Discussion
The tip is the thinnest part of the crystal (r 0 = 0.05-0.6 μm) and is characterized by the smallest pitch and the sharpest twist (P 0 = 10-380 μm; θ 0 = π/P 0 ≈ 0.5-18°/μm). As crystals thicken they begin to untwist. This process was observed in situ for the HA needles growing from the melt 12 as well as for melt grown mannitol fibers 23 and solution grown oxalic acid dihydrate 7, 24 and gypsum. 25 Post-growth observations presume that many other crystals including quartz have undergone the process of untwisting. Analysis of untwisting dynamics requires knowledge of PĲr) for the whole crystal length. Such data were obtained for ten needles plotted in Fig. 7 as dimensionless P/P 0 vs. r/r 0 , where the subscript 0 refers to the tip of the crystal. One can ; N = 25), 12 and solution and melt grown HA (magenta line, P = 51.1r 1.32 ; N = 60). 13 P and r are given in μm. see that P/P 0 increases linearly with r/r 0 for all crystals up to r/r 0 = 6. At higher radii only two crystals start showing significant deviations from linearity. Moreover, the slope of P/P 0 -Ĳr/r 0 ) in Fig. 7a falls between 0.4 and 1.5 with most points grouped around 0.6. Keeping these relations in mind, we have built several phenomenological models described below. The models are phenomenological because they analyze the behavior of the system without specifying the actual forces acting on a growing crystal. The following assumptions were used in all models. 1. The crystal shape is assumed to be a cylinder at any given cross section ( Fig. 8 and 9 ). All zones i = 1,..N have a thickness of one elementary growth layer, Δr = 0.7 nm. The torsion constant for a single layer with internal and external radii r i 1 and r i is given by eqn (1)
2. Deformation on the boundary between the newly formed layer and the core is consistent. That means that the total (elastic + plastic) strain does not have discontinuities and the total twist intensity θ TĲi) at time (i) is constant over the cylinder cross section
Here, subscripts e and p mean elastic and plastic contributions to the twist deformation in zone i, respectively. The subscript (N) next to T denotes time when the Nth zone was growing. It is written in parentheses to distinguish the time step (N) from the growth zone N (Fig. 8) .
3. The crystal is in a mechanical equilibrium so that the total twist moment is zero 
where G is the shear modulus. 4. Mechanical twist is manifest in the crystal core corresponding to the subvolume formed by the (100) face (yellow region in Fig. 9a ). Stress relaxation relieves the moment accordingly; the moment becomes zero if relaxation is complete. In the latter case, twisting occurs only at the tip of the crystal. The observed total twist intensity at the tip is θ 0 = θ p,0 + θ e,tip = θ p,0 (1 + β) = π/P 0 , where β = θ e,tip /θ p,0 is the ratio between elastic and plastic contributions to the twist at the crystal tip.
5. In the absence of the aforementioned condition, elastic stress relaxes completely at the tip leading to a twisted but stress free crystal core with the intensity of deformation θ p,0 = π/P 0 and β = 0 (Fig. 8) . A significant degree of stress relaxation is supported by the estimate of the maximum shear strain in the cross section γ = θr ≈ πh/Ĳ2P) that significantly exceeds the upper limit of yield strain (10 3 ) in most of materials at high temperatures T/T m > 0.65 (Fig. 1) . During subsequent growth, twisting forces are no longer sufficient and the crystal untwists due to the increased rigidity of the cross section. Model 1. Plastic stress relaxation is absent providing θ p,i = 0 for all i = 1,..N (Fig. 9b) . Solution to eqn (1)- (3) 
where P N = π/θ TĲN) is a pitch observed at time N. Such a strong twisting dependence on radius has been never observed for any crystal (Fig. 1 ) including HA and TG (Fig.  7a ). This confirms a significant role for plastic relaxation. Model 2. If there is an axial screw dislocation (Fig. 9e ) the stress in the crystal core is not fully elastic near the dislocation whose size is small and comparable with the Burgers vector of the dislocation, b (assumption 5 does not hold). This special case corresponds to Eshelby twisting, 1,2 for which θ = b/Ĳπr 2 ), and 
Model 3. Formation of new layer is not accompanied by elastic stress or it is accompanied by elastic stress that cannot affect pitch (Fig. 9c) . In other words, θ e,i = 0(i = 0,..N) and
Such a situation is realized if a crystalline needle is pinned by the substrate surfaces ( Fig. 3f ; see also Fig. 23a in  ref.1) . The pitch of the needle shown in Fig. 3f is equal to P = 14 μm. This is close to the lower limit of typical pitches measured at needle tips (P 0 = 10-380 μm). Such tight pitches assume little to no untwisting as the crystal thickens.
Model 4. The plastic relaxation occurs as long as a layer is exposed to the surface. This assumption reflects the fact that relaxation in a surface layer is much faster than in the crystal interior and it is consistent with the assumption that twisting is produced only at the growth tip. The plastic strain in a new layer is assumed to be proportional to the plastic strain in the underlying layer γ p,i = γ p,i 1 α, where α is a parameter. In a twisted cylinder γ = θr. This condition, combined with the relation between strain in adjacent layers, leads to a gradual decrease of θ p Ĳr) (Fig. 9d) 
The physical meaning of this expression is that all (α = 1) or some fraction (0 ≤ α < 1) of twist generating defects from the underlying layer penetrate into a new layer. If α > 1, defects are multiplied. Substituting eqn (1) and (2) 
PĲh) is simulated directly using eqn (9) (as well as eqn (12) below) but it is useful to reformulate problem assuming continuous growth -see ESI. If α = 0, we get eqn (4) corresponding to model 1. If α = 1, neither the defect density in the cross section nor their distribution changes as the crystal thickens. The physical analog of such a model is formation of twist boundaries in the area of the crystal tip with immobile dislocations (Fig. 9f) . Twist boundaries are equally spaced along the needle. This leads to significant simplification of eqn (9) 
where the approximate equality becomes correct for r N > 2r 0 . Eqn (10) agrees well with the experimental data up to r/r 0 = 6 ( Fig. 7a) suggesting that the simple penetration of all preexisting defects into a new layer is a reasonable assumption. At higher r/r 0 ratios, data deviates from the prediction by eqn (10), suggesting that γ progressively decreases or increases with r. By, slightly varying the parameter α near unity as in eqn (9) whereby a small fraction of defects die or multiply, a better fit is achieved. (Fig. 7b) . Model 5 uses all assumptions of model 4 with one exception: defects are supposed to be mobile and can redistribute as the crystal grows. The overall amount of defects is constant as before. This case corresponds to twist boundaries forming in the area of the crystal tip. However unlike model 4, dislocations are mobile and tend to be equally spaced in the cross section area (Fig. 9g) . Formally, θ = π/P = ω/L = b/dL, where ω is the angle of lattice rotation at the twist boundary, L is spacing between neighboring boundaries (Fig. 9a) 
Eqn (11) describes experimental data reasonably well not as well as eqn (10) (Fig. 7a) . Model 6. It is possible that elastic stress at the growth tip does not relax completely (assumption 5 is not valid). Thus, there is a residual stress that contributes to the twist intensity, 0 < β = θ e,tip /θ p,0 < ∞. This is similar to model 4. eqn (9) now becomes 
If β → ∞ (plastic relaxation is absent), eqn (12) reduces to pure elastic deformation (model 1 and eqn (4)) whereas if β = 0 (relaxation at the tip is complete) we devolve to model 4 and eqn (9) . In the case of α = 1, eqn (12) 
This expression gives similar near-linear PĲr) dependence as for eqn (10) but with a larger slope. Most of our experimental data, however, is better fit if stress relaxation at the growth tip is complete, β = 0.
Thus, experimental data can be reasonably well described with a model for which the driving force for twisting acts at the crystal tip. The elastic stress at the tip undergoes complete plastic relaxation and the density of twist generating defects (plastic shear strain γ p ) remains constant everywhere in the cross section as the crystal thickens. Twist boundaries forming at the crystal tip and evenly distributed along the crystal length can perfectly simulate this mechanical behavior. The dislocation density required to produce the observed twist deformation is known to be ρ = θ/b = π/ĲbP). 27 Using twist period P = 0.01-2 mm (Fig. 5) and b ≈ 1 nm one can estimate dislocation density on the {011} faces as ρ ≈ 1.5-300 μm 2 . However, TEM (Fig. 6 ) and AFM (Fig. 4) images show a dislocation density of near zero (ρ < 0.01-0.1 μm 2 )
suggesting that twisting deformation in HA and TG needles is not dislocation mediated. The minimum lattice mismatch that is required to twist a crystal with radius r can be estimated as ε min = πr/P. 12, 28 Calculations show that for vapor grown TG and HA crystals (Fig. 5) ε min = 0.006-0.06. Such big lattice mismatch between different regions of the same crystal is very likely a consequence of impurities. Efforts to identify such impurities have thus far been unsuccessful. Moreover, since HA forms twisted crystals from the melt, and the vapor, as well as from solution, it is unlikely that a phantom decomposition product could shadow HA in all phases of matter.
Conclusions
Excluding the special case of Eshelby twist, 2,3 the majority of twisted crystals shows a linear relationship between twist period and minimal crystal thickness in the cross section, P = k 0 + k 1 h. Analysis of vapor grown crystals of HA and TG supports the following mechanism of deformation evolution: Elastic twisting deformations occurring at the crystal tip undergo rapid and complete plastic relaxation. Material precipitating at side faces thickens crystals inducing partial untwisting. The PĲh) dependence assumes a constant defect density in each new growth layer. However, microstructural analysis indicates that the defects are not dislocations in the traditional sense.
